
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL CALLS FOR BAN ON  
THE USE OF FACIAL RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY  
FOR MASS SURVEILLANCE  
 

• In the context of racially discriminatory policing and racial profiling of Black people the 
use of Facial Recognition Technology (FRT) could exacerbate human rights violations by  
police, while also undermining the right to peaceful protest and the right to privacy 
 

• Law enforcement is violating people’s human rights daily out on the streets. We need 
police to fulfill their obligations to ensure the human right to protest killings by police 
and the right of journalists to cover them. Law enforcement has a responsibility to 
facilitate the right to peaceful protest – not quash it.  
 

• We are proud to stand with organizations like the Algorithmic Justice League, the ACLU, 
the Electronic Frontier Foundation and others who have highlighted the dangers of FRT. 
Amnesty calls for a ban on the use, development, production, sale and export of facial 
recognition technology for mass surveillance purposes by the police and other state 
agencies  

 
Facial recognition technology (FRT) is an umbrella term that is used to describe a suite of 
applications that perform a specific task using a human face to verify or identify an individual. 
FRT can create a means to identify and categorize people at scale based on their physical 
features, including observations or inferences of protected characteristics – for example, race, 
ethnicity, gender, age, disability status.  
 
This technology has seen a huge uptake in recent years – particularly in the realm of law 
enforcement. For instance, FRT company Clearview AI claims to work with over 600 law 
enforcement agencies in the US alone.1 Other FRT companies such as Dataworks Plus also sell 
their systems to police departments across the country.2  
 
We are seeing this play out daily in the United States, where police departments across the 
country are using FRT to identify protestors.3  
 
The use of FRT by police violates human rights in a number of different ways. First, in the 
context of racially discriminatory policing and racial profiling of Black people, the use of FRT 
could exacerbate human rights violations by  police in their targeting of Black communities.. 
Research has consistently found that FRT systems process some faces more accurately than 
others, depending on key characteristics including skin color, ethnicity and gender. For instance, 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) measured the effects of race, age and 
sex on leading FRT systems used in the US – according to Dr Charles H. Romine, the Director of 

 
1 https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/clearview-ai-fbi-ice-global-law-enforcement= 
2 https://onezero.medium.com/facial-recognition-is-law-enforcements-newest-weapon-against-protestors-
c7a9760e46eb 
3 https://onezero.medium.com/facial-recognition-is-law-enforcements-newest-weapon-against-protestors-
c7a9760e46eb 



NIST, “the study measured higher false positives rates in women, African Americans, and 
particularly in African American women.”4 
 
Further, researchers at Georgetown University warn that FRT “will disproportionately affect 
African Americans", in large part because there are significantly more black faces on US police 
watchlists than white faces. “Police face recognition systems do not only perform worse on 
African Americans; African Americans also more likely to be enrolled in those systems and be 
subject to their processing.”5 
 
Second, where FRT is used for identification and mass surveillance, “solving” the accuracy rate 
problem and improving accuracy rates for already marginalised or disadvantaged groups does not 
address the impact of FRT on both the right to peaceful protest and the right to privacy. For 
instance, Black people already experience disproportionate interference with privacy and other 
rights, and ‘improving’ accuracy may only amount to increasing surveillance and 
disempowerment of an already disadvantaged community. 
 
FRT entails widespread bulk monitoring, collection, storage, analysis or other use of material and 
collection of sensitive personal data (biometric data) without individualized reasonable suspicion 
of criminal wrongdoing – which amounts to indiscriminate mass surveillance. Amnesty 
International believes that indiscriminate mass surveillance is never a proportionate interference 
with the rights to privacy, freedom of expression, freedom of association and of peaceful 
assembly. 
 
States must also respect, protect and fulfil the right to peaceful assembly without discrimination. 
The right to peacefully assemble is fundamental not only as a means of political expression but 
also to safeguard other rights. Peaceful protests are a fundamental aspect of a vibrant society, 
and states should recognize the positive role of peaceful protest in strengthening human rights. 
 
It is often the ability to be part of an anonymous crowd that allows many people to participate in 
peaceful assemblies. As UN Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to 
Freedom of Opinion and Expression David Kaye has stated: “In environments subject to rampant 
illicit surveillance, the targeted communities know of or suspect such attempts at surveillance, 
which in turn shapes and restricts their capacity to exercise rights to freedom of expression [and] 
association.”6 
 
Therefore, just as the mere threat of surveillance creates a chilling effect on the free expression 
of people’s online activities, the use of facial recognition technology will deter people from freely 
attending peaceful assemblies in public spaces.  
 

 
4 Testimony from Dr Charles H. Romine, Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, 
before US Congress Committee on Oversight and Reform, 15 January 2020. Transcript: 
https://www.nist.gov/speech-testimony/facial-recognition-technology-part-iii-ensuring-commercial-
transparency-accuracy  
5 'The Perpetual Line-Up: Unregulated Police Face Recognition in America', Clare Garvie, Alvaro Bedoya, 
Jonathan Frankle, Center on Privacy & Technology at Georgetown Law, Georgetown University, Washington 
DC (2016): https://www.perpetuallineup.org/  
6 Kaye, Surveillance and human rights: Report of the Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection 
of the right to freedom of opinion and expression 28 May 2019 para 21 



A wave of local legislation in 2019 has brought restrictions on FRT use in law enforcement to 
numerous US cities, including San Francisco and Oakland in California,7 and Somerville and 
Brookline in Massachusetts.8 San Diego has suspended law enforcement use of FRT starting 
January 2020.9 Portland, Oregon, is currently considering a progressive ban on use by both state 
and private actors.10 Lawmakers in Massachusetts are meanwhile debating a state-wide bans on 
government use of FRT.11  
 
Amnesty is calling for a ban on the use, development, production, sale and export of facial 
recognition technology for mass surveillance purposes by the police and other state agencies. We 
are proud to stand with organizations like the Algorithmic Justice League, the ACLU, the 
Electronic Frontier Foundation and others who have highlighted the dangers of FRT. 
 

 
7 https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/14/us/facial-recognition-ban-san-francisco.html; 
https://www.theverge.com/2019/7/17/20697821/oakland-facial-recogntiion-ban-vote-governement-
california   
8 https://www.vice.com/en_us/article/paj4ek/somerville-becomes-the-second-us-city-to-ban-facial-
recognition; https://www.wgbh.org/news/local-news/2019/12/11/brookline-votes-to-ban-face-surveillance-
technology 
9 https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2019/12/victory-san-diego-suspend-face-recognition-program-cuts-some-
ice-access 
10 https://www.geekwire.com/2019/portland-officials-want-ban-private-use-facial-recognition-technology-
due-accuracy-problems/; https://eu.usatoday.com/story/tech/2019/12/03/facial-recognition-portland-
oregon-ban/2601966001/; https://www.fastcompany.com/90436355/portlands-proposed-facial-
recognition-ban-could-be-the-strictest-yet 
11 https://www.metrotimes.com/news-hits/archives/2019/07/11/house-bill-would-ban-facial-recognition-
technology-in-michigan; https://www.govtech.com/policy/Massachusetts-Considers-Bill-to-Limit-Facial-
Recognition.html  


